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D-Cell small water purifier.
I-Block Water Purifier
Health should be a given and we should be in charge of our bodies.
Advanced technology indistinguishable from magic.
We want to share incredible experiences we are having.
Excited about the potential of good health is a given.

12:44
He listened to the recording.
Do you actually have the patent approved for RNA Drops?
Patent pending.
Published publicly so  that people could read it.
Did this come from John C. Brown and his D-Cell?
Joe Dunn Sloan took over the name D-Cell, S-Cell inventor.
Carolyn had the formula by Joe Dunn Sloan.

inconsistent and told us how to improve this. That became the
I-Cell.
D-Cell is a fragment of and not consistent.

making their bed.
Manna from Heaven is the I-Cell.
The miracle part of this is not in the patent.
I-Cell comes from non-physical.
Do you think this in the RNA Drops help people in Biblical times.
It was known as shew bread in the Bible.

20:55 2 days after she started eating like a normal baby should.
Rash on her chest.
Quit putting one drop on her chest.
Put 2 drops on her spine.
The body telling you what it wants.

Do not advocate using products with children and animals.
You do this if you want to.
Children and animals, close to Source, should not need the
products.
It's the way you approach the giving of these things.
Giving it to a child to make things flow better.
Treat children as they are perfect.
Down's Syndrome - DNA Correction
Subtle changes, gaining normal weight for her age.
Eating right amounts.
She is evening out. Subtle features doctors noticed.
Features are going away.
See her in her perfection.
If you've seen the Lazarus effect like we have, anything is

on drcarolyndean.com

John with myocitis

In 2009 Carolyn asked iON about the D-Cell. He said it was

I-Cell completes what many cultures got accidently through

Ascended People crave I-Cell because it creates new beingness.

It just wants the ReNew on the spine.



possible.
Continue on the spine; not on the chest.
Look for signs that you might increase to 3 drops on the spine.
See if you notice more activity or acceleration.
Increase drops little by little over time.
Might max out at 5 drops, split up during the day.
Doctors observed abnormality. Parents registered it.
Parents are treating what they registered.
Fastest path to joy of parents and child, I would do it.
Pets respond to owners taking RNA Drops.
You might want to take Drops yourselves.
A parent can decide. It's not dangerous.

34:24 Chemical stress test to confirm that I have less bundle branch block
What do you suggest?
Can't make recommendations. Tests get diagnosis.
Make sure they don't have allergy to dye.
If diagnosis come through, it can be magnesium deficiency.
Parts of  heart can be blocked from electrical activity.
Investigate magnesium. Get RBC magnesium test.
Do this scientifically and very orderly. Take magnesium and watch
yourself get better.

38:58
Several testimonials.
Magnetic quality of the Drops seem to help.

41:09 Bottle Designer in South Carolina says, "Hello"
41:38 How do you take drops with feeding tube?

I would  put drops under tongue - 1 drop at a time - so it doesn't
build up too much saliva.

42:40
Have leaky gut. 

cut back.

One tablet after each meal.

Adding couple of drops topically on my lower stomach with the

Focus point with an intention. That's good.
47:50 As you increase RNA Drops, does it increase need for magnesium.

Smell odor and stiff hands and feet.

Start increasing Drops to get healthier.
I can't because I need more magnesium.
Too tired to exercise.
Possible chronic fatigue. Going through that layer of the past.

Heart issues were helped by RNA Drops before there was ReMag

Had stroke. On cumadin.

Sixth week on RNA Drops. Just ordered ReAline.

Taking hydrochloride supplement-  Zipan
Can titrate by how your stomach feels. Can burn a bit and you

Zipan is not a high dose. Not much in ReAline.

100 mg with ReAline will not be too much.
ReAline along with Zipan will give better digestive action.

ReNew.

Feels magnesium deficiency. 3 capfuls a day. Better.



I maybe relieving some of that but I don't have to get caught in
that.
Get labyrinth of the mind out of the way.
RNA Drops increasing need for magnesium.
Body does want to spend time resting and recuperating when
you make new cells.
Sleep has been great.
Drops once a day - 12 drops once a day
Be aware of what you ask for when you go to sleep.
Could need more magnesium for detoxing old cells.
Inflammation and odor is the body trying to detoxify.
Epsom salt baths and foot baths.
Add more magnesium when you are detoxifying.
It's a transition period.
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